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Motivation
 Team production (output due to the efforts of two or more
workers), characterizes economic activity of various hues:





work done in most white‐collar jobs,
some blue‐collar jobs,
by the Cabinet in a Government and
by committees.

 Potential for free‐riding behavior by team members
 when it is difficult to observe & verify team members’ contributions.

 Free‐riding forms the central tenet of economic theories of
the firm (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972; Hölmstrom, 1982)

Motivation
 Theories posit various mechanisms to reduce free‐riding:
 Monitoring and supervision (Alchian and Demsetz, 1972; Jensen and
Meckling, 1976),
 Budget breakers (Hölmstrom, 1982),
 Peer monitoring (Kandel and Lazear, 1992; Carpenter and Matthews,
2009),
 Relational contracts (Rayo, 2007) and
 Verifiable signals (Hölmstrom, 1979; Hertzberg et al., 2010)

 Start from the premise that free‐riding in teams is pervasive.
 Yet, evidence of free‐riding is scarce.

Motivation
 Free‐riding may not manifest in teams:
 Employees may be intrinsically motivated (Prendergast, 2007)
 All work is not distasteful (Pfeer, 1996; Kreps, 1997; Baron and Kreps,
1999)

 If free‐riding does not exist, theoretical mechanisms to
overcome it maybe akin to “shooting flies with a cannon”.
 Ultimately, the question is an empirical one:
 Does free‐riding actually occur in teams?

 In this study, we utilize data on agricultural loans from an
Indian bank to study this question.
 We find free‐riding in teams reduces output by at least 10%.

The Empirical Challenge
 Several confounding factors hobble empirical tests.
 Members of a team may interact frequently
 they may be encouraged to monitor and motivate each other.
 team members may cooperate with or even train each other

(Hamilton et al. 2003).

 Such “peer effects” may reduce or eliminate the effect of
free‐riding (Kandel and Lazear, 1992; Marks et al. 2013).
 If verifiable signals of effort are available, team members
avoid free‐riding (Hölmstrom, 1979; Hertzberg et al. 2010).

The Empirical Challenge
 Free‐riding can be identified only when peers cannot
influence each other.
 Same job done by a team in some cases and by an individual
in other cases.
 Variation should be exogenous to team and individual characteristics.

 Setting for team production should be such that it is difficult
to observe and verify the contribution of each team member.
 A non‐trivial challenge to find such a setting.

Our Clean Empirical Setting
 Banks follow a policy of mandatory rotation
 Once the loan officer has completed three years in a branch
 Choice of team versus individual production unrelated to loan officer
characteristic or loan performance.

 Inputs of each loan officer are sequential and not
simultaneous
 So, job rotation removes the effect of other confounding
factors in team production:
 No inter‐personal interactions => no peer effects or social pressure.
 Incumbent and replacement cannot cooperate with each other.
 They cannot monitor, motivate or train each other.

Our Clean Empirical Setting
 Unlike corporate loans, agricultural crop loans are zero‐
coupon loans that don’t require interim payments.
 In corporate loans, incoming loan officer can use documentation or
interim coupon payments to ferret out free‐riding.
 In agricultural crop loans in India, illiterate, small farmers
 don’t document activates,
 don’t posses any financial reports
 don’t pay taxes
 do not own a checking or savings account with the bank

 Loan officer's interactions with his borrowers are only through the
loan account and transactions related to the same
 Soft information based lending that utilizes
 Loan officer’s geographical proximity to the borrower
 Local informal networks

 No verifiable information to disentangle relative contributions of loan
officers.

Our Clean Empirical Setting
 Use job rotation on agricultural loans provided by a bank.
 Verifiable measure of output : loan performance.
Free riding in teams?

Is a verifiable
(interim) signal of
loan performance
available?

No job rotation =>
1. Loan officer fully
responsible for
the loan’s
performance
2. No peers => peer
effects irrelevant

Job rotation =>
1. Incumbent loan officer
screens borrower and
originates the loan.
2. Replacement loan officer
monitors for residual term
and collects the loan.
3. Effort provided sequentially
with no opportunity to
influence each other => no
peer effects

Yes

No team => free‐
riding is irrelevant

Interim signal of incumbent effort
=> cannot shirk

No

No team => free‐
riding is irrelevant

Cannot disentangle relative
contributions => free‐riding!

Data
 Unique loan account level information from a Government
owned Bank in India.
 Bank has a pan India presence and operates more than 1000 branches.

 Bank provided data for 14 branches in
 four districts in Andhra Pradesh, two in Karnataka and three in
Maharashtra.

 October 2005 ‐ May 2012.
 43,000 loans availed by more than 15,000 agricultural
borrowers.
 Loans issued by 44 different loan officers.
 Identity of loan officer who lent a particular loan
 Tenure of loan officer in a branch.

 All crop loans have a one‐year maturity.

Dependent Variable
 We define default as the borrower not repaying the loan by
the due date of repayment.
 Follow RBI’s guidelines for Asset Classification, Provisioning
and Other Related Matters
 Loan is in default if it has not been repaid by due date of repayment.
 Results robust to loan becoming NPA

Empirical Framework

dummy
 Y equals 1 if loan j issued to borrower b by officer i in time t defaults
and 0 otherwise.
 Dummy (month ≥ k) is a dummy that takes the value of 1 for loans
originated in or after month k and 0 otherwise
 k denotes the number of months of service of an officer in a branch
 βi denotes officer fixed effects.
 βt denotes fixed effects for each calendar month.
 βb denotes borrower fixed effects.

 dummy

Likelihood of job rotation
 All agricultural crop loans have a maturity of 12 months.
 Scheduled rotation after 36 months
 Loans originated before the 24th month of a loan officer's tenure
unlikely to be affected by rotation.

 Actual tenure varies between 33 to 39 months
 Loans originated till the 26th month of a loan officer's tenure unlikely
to be affected by rotation (26+12<39).
 After the 27th month, the probability of a loan being affected by
rotation is extremely high [(27+x)+12 > 39].
 Loans affected by rotation allocated exogenously.
 Probability increasing with loan officer tenure (after 27th month).

Evidence consistent with free‐riding
 Monotonic increase in probability of default after 27th month
 Consider loans originated in the 29th month and 31st month.
 Any loan originated after 27th month => probability of rotation ≈ 1
 Difference cannot stem from the probability of rotation, which affects
quality of effort in screening
 Expected tenure is 36 months
 For loans originated in the 29th (31st) month, incoming officer is expected
to monitor the loan for five (seven) months.
 Higher prob of default for loans originated in 31st month
 Has to stem from free‐riding in monitoring effort for 7 instead of 5 months.

Empirical Framework
 Tests exploiting discontinuity due to actual month of rotation:
 Image
 Before_Rotation_k is a dummy that takes the value of 1 for loans
originated within k days before actual rotation and 0 otherwise.

What about prior default?
 Prior default is the only piece of verifiable information
 If loan officer lends to borrowers that have already defaulted,
this is a verifiable signal that can be used against him

What about loan size?
 Loan size is decided only at the time of origination
 No role of replacement loan officer in deciding this
 Should not get affected by free‐riding

Are these results because our data is
from a Government‐owned bank?
 Time‐invariant features such as incentive structures prevailing in
government‐owned banks cannot explain our results.
 Loan officer only wants to meet a minimum quota of agricultural lending?
 Picks out the best available projects first and then lends to the marginal
projects as his/her term expires.

 But, all agricultural crop loans of exactly one‐year maturity.
 So, loan officer has to lend to meet a fresh quota in every year of his tenure.
 Loan officer cannot inter‐temporally substitute loan quality across his tenure.

 Also, results using prior default identical to those in Hertzberg et al. (2010)

What about complementarity between
screening and monitoring?
 Screening and monitoring are complementary activities
 Job rotation disrupts such complemantarity
 Could the higher default be due to this?
 Look at loans that were expected to be affected by rotation but were
actually not affected
 Actually not affected by JR=> not affected by complementarity

 Compare to loans that were not expected to be affected by rotation
 If free‐riding leads to our results, we should expect results for this sample
as well

What about destruction
of lending relationship?
 Can destruction of relationship between loan officer and
borrower account for our results?
 Distinguish between
 loans originated by the same officer versus
 loans originated by different officers

 If results due to destruction of relationship, effect should be
greater for loans originated by the same officer

What about borrower moral hazard?
 For borrower moral hazard, borrowers should know when a
loan officer is expected to be transferred out of the branch.
 Borrowers having a relationship with the loan officer more
likely to know this.
 Our results are no different for loans to borrowers with a prior
relationship and borrowers with no prior relationship
 So borrower moral hazard is unlikely to explain our results.

What about loss of learning?
 Disruption in the officer's learning due to rotation?
 Examine effect of job rotation on loans that are affected by
unscheduled rotation
 Loans originated by such loan officers are not expect to be
affected by rotation.
 But, they are affected by disruption in officer's learning.
 We should find loan performance to deteriorate following
unscheduled job rotation as well.

Summary
 Consistent with concerns expressed by earlier theories of the
firm, free‐riding in teams is indeed an important problem.
 Free‐riding in teams manifests primarily when
 Individual contributions made by the team members cannot be
verified by the principal
 Peer effects are absent

Location of Bank Branches

